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Tan yi lu
1986

gu changge a noble lady from a wealthy family is a well known business legend in yuncheng going into business at 15 taking over as president of gu
group at 18 and becoming chairman of the family business at 30 she is murdered by her husband shao tianze just to give his mistress gu changle a
healthy heart but a premeditated car accident makes gu changge revive in a new guise and settle into an 18 year old girl song yunxuan the new face
young body and experienced soul become her weapons of revenge in her struggle with the four big families in yuncheng can gu changge shrink back
will she open her broken heart again can she always head off dangers in power struggles let s find out if gu changge can revenge herself and create
glory again

Reborn Girl's New Life 43 Anthology
2022-12-22

in corporeal politics leading international scholars investigate the development of dance as a deeply meaningful and complex cultural practice across
time placing special focus on the intertwining of east asia dance and politics and the role of dance as a medium of transcultural interaction and
communication across borders countering common narratives of dance history that emphasize the us and europe as centers of origin and innovation the
expansive creativity of dance artists in east asia asserts its importance as a site of critical theorization and reflection on global artistic developments in
the performing arts through the lens of corporeal politics the close attention to bodily acts in specific cultural contexts each study in this book
challenges existing dance and theater histories to re investigate the performer s role in devising the politics and aesthetics of their performance as well
as the multidimensional impact of their lives and artistic works corporeal politics addresses a wide range of performance styles and genres including
dances produced for the concert stage as well as those presented in popular entertainments private performance spaces and street protests

Corporeal Politics
2020-09-03

first published in 2003 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company



Digital Video Editing with Final Cut Express
2003

the art of resistance surveys the lives of seven painters ding cong 1916 2009 feng zikai 1898 1975 li keran 1907 89 li kuchan 1898 1983 huang yongyu
b 1924 pan tianshou 1897 1971 and shi lu 1919 82 during china s cultural revolution 1966 1976 a time when they were considered counterrevolutionary
and were forbidden to paint drawing on interviews with the artists and their families and on materials collected during her visits to china shelley drake
hawks examines their painting styles political outlooks and life experiences these fiercely independent artists took advantage of moments of low
surveillance to secretly paint by candlelight in doing so they created symbolically charged art that is open to multiple interpretations the wit courage
and compassion of these painters will inspire respect for the deep emotional and spiritual resonance of chinese art art history publication initiative for
more information visit arthistorypi org books art of resistance

The Art of Resistance
2017-11-20

what drives literary change does literature merely follow shifts in a culture or does it play a distinctive role in shaping emergent trends michael fuller
explores these questions while examining the changes in chinese shipoetry from the late northern song dynasty 960 1127 to the end of the southern
song 1127 1279 a period of profound social and cultural transformation shi poetry written in response to events was the dominant literary genre in song
dynasty china serving as a central form through which literati explored meaning in their encounters with the world by the late northern song however
old models for meaning were proving inadequate and daoxue neo confucianism provided an increasingly attractive new ground for understanding the
self and the world drifting among rivers and lakes traces the intertwining of the practice of poetry writings on poetics and the debates about daoxue
that led to the cultural synthesis of the final years of the southern song and set the pattern for chinese society for the next six centuries examining the
writings of major poets and confucian thinkers of the period fuller discovers the slow evolution of a complementarity between poetry and daoxue in
which neither discourse was self sufficient

Drifting among Rivers and Lakes
2020-10-26

this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates university of california press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest
minds and give them voice reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality peer reviewed scholarship



accessible once again using print on demand technology this title was originally published in 1988

Art and Revolution in Modern China
2023-11-15

this book examines the chinese fictions xiaoshuo published between 1898 and 1927 three pivotal decades during which china underwent significant
social changes it applies narratology and sociology of the novel methods to analyze both the texts themselves and the social cultural factors that
triggered the transformation of the narrative mode in chinese fiction based on empirical data the author argues that this transformation was not only
inspired by translated western fiction but was also the result of a creative transformation in tradition chinese literature

Essays on Chinese Literature
1988

jin yong s martial arts fiction and the kungfu industrial complex explores the role of jin yong s popular martial arts fiction in chinese literary and cultural
discourse the kungfu industrial complex accounts for how his characters stories and tropes maintain cultural significance via adaptation in television
and film

The Change of Narrative Modes in Chinese Fiction (1898–1927)
2022-02-17

this book analyses chinese discourse on indian attitudes towards the belt road initiative bri and argues that the indian discourse is becoming one of the
biggest hurdles to china creating its own narrative about china s rise in asia and beyond in doing so it spans across the themes of the power struggle
between china and us china and india the chinese perception of india china south asia relations the china us india strategic triangle and the success and
failures of bri the first part of the book focuses on the chinese thinking behind the launch of the bri and addresses questions related to the purpose of
this initiative and ways in which it will facilitate china s rise as a superpower subsequently the book addresses how effective or ineffective india s
challenge is and how it is negatively affecting china s bri



Jin Yong’s Martial Arts Fiction and the Kungfu Industrial Complex
2023-02-13

although lu xun was a leading intellectual and writer in twentieth century china and his representative character ah q hero of the true story of ah q is
considered an iconic repository of progressive chinese thinking about the national character few works examine the major discourses in his thought and
writing relative to broader historical and intellectual currents outside the context of his politicization ah q archaeology however concretely situates lu
xun s critique of national character vis a vis metanarratives of nationalism and modernity through a close examination of his works in their historical
context paul b foster uses a discursive approach to tie together lu xun s major theme of national character critique and its fate in china s tumultuous
twentieth century this book is an important and unique contribution to modern chinese intellectual history and modern chinese literature

China’s Achilles’ Heel
2019-06-24

although freud makes only occasional brief references to china and chinese culture in his works for almost a hundred years many leading chinese
intellectuals have studied and appropriated various freudian theories however whilst some features of freud s views have been warmly embraced from
the start and appreciated for their various explanatory and therapeutic values other aspects have been vigorously criticized as implausible or
inapplicable to the chinese context this book explores the history reception and use of freud and his theories in china and makes an original and
substantial contribution to our understanding of the chinese people and their culture as well as to our appreciation of western attempts to understand
the people and culture of china the essays are organised around three key areas of research first it examines the historical background concerning the
china freud connection in the 20th century before going on to use reconstructed freudian theories in order to provide a modernist critique of chinese
culture finally the book deploys traditional chinese thought in order to challenge various aspects of the freudian project both freudianism s universal
appeal and its cultural particularity are in full display throughout the book at the same time the allure of chinese cultural and literary expressions both in
terms of their commonality with other cultures and their distinctive characteristics are also scrutinized this collection of essays will be welcomed by
those interested in early modern and contemporary china as well as the work and influence of freud it will also be of great interest to students and
scholars of psychology psychoanalysis literature philosophy religion and cultural studies more generally

Ah Q Archaeology
2006



brings to life the visual culture of the nightless city late nineteenth century shanghai through analyses of more than one hundred drawn depictions

The Reception and Rendition of Freud in China
2013-05-07

this is the first reference book to digest this vast cultural output and make it accessible to the english speaking world it contains nearly 1 200 entries
written by an international team of specialists to enable readers to explore a range of diverse and fascinating cultural subjects from prisons to rock
groups underground christian churches to tv talk shows and radio hotlines experimental artists with names such as big tailed elephants and the north
pole group nestle between the covers alongside entries on lotteries gay cinema political jokes sex shops theme parks new authoritarians and little
emperors while the focus of the encyclopedia of contemporary chinese culture is on mainland china since 1980 it also includes longer specially
commissioned entries on various aspects of contemporary culture in hong kong and taiwan including full and up to date references for further reading
this is an indispensable reference tool for all teachers and students of contemporary chinese culture it will also be warmly embraced as an invaluable
source of cultural context by tourists journalists business people and others who visit china

The Dianshizhai Pictorial
2003

this fully updated new edition of the routledge companion to world literature contains ten brand new chapters on topics such as premodern world
literature migration studies world history artificial intelligence global englishes remediation crime fiction lusophone literature middle eastern literature
and oceanic studies separated into four key sections the volume covers the history of world literature through significant writers and theorists from
goethe to said casanova and moretti the disciplinary relationship of world literature to areas such as philology translation globalization and diaspora
studies theoretical issues in world literature including gender politics and ethics and a global perspective on the politics of world literature
comprehensive yet accessible this book is ideal as an introduction to world literature or for those looking to extend their knowledge of this essential field

Encyclopedia of Contemporary Chinese Culture
2004-08-02

there is a sense of timelessness in the chinese theater ever since its maturation its format has not changed in any significant way chinese theater
matured into its final format in the 13th century and flourished during the yuan ming and qing dynasties it is a unique exclusive and self sufficient



system whose evolution has received little influence from the west and whose influence on western theaters has been minimal and often misinterpreted
it is essentially a performer s theater the actors attract the audience with splendid performances perfected through many years of rigorous training this
second edition of historical dictionary of chinese theater contains a chronology an introduction and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has
over 1 500 cross referenced entries on performers directors producers designers actors theaters dynasties and emperors this book is an excellent
resource for students researchers and anyone wanting to know more about chinese theater

商學集志
1985

publisher description

Complete Guide to Peking Streets and Alleys
1962

zongyuan zoe liu provides the first in depth examination of sovereign funds in china under president xi the state has become an aggressive financier
using sovereign funds at home and abroad to secure allies and influence boost strategic industries like semiconductors and fintech and pick winners
among domestic businesses and multinationals

The Routledge Companion to World Literature
2022-09-30

the book is the volume of history of literature in the ming dynasty among a series of books of deep into china histories the earliest known written
records of the history of china date from as early as 1250 bc from the shang dynasty c 1600 1046 bc and the bamboo annals 296 bc describe a xia
dynasty c 2070 1600 bc before the shang but no writing is known from the period the shang ruled in the yellow river valley which is commonly held to
be the cradle of chinese civilization however neolithic civilizations originated at various cultural centers along both the yellow river and yangtze river
these yellow river and yangtze civilizations arose millennia before the shang with thousands of years of continuous history china is one of the world s
oldest civilizations and is regarded as one of the cradles of civilization the zhou dynasty 1046 256 bc supplanted the shang and introduced the concept
of the mandate of heaven to justify their rule the central zhou government began to weaken due to external and internal pressures in the 8th century bc
and the country eventually splintered into smaller states during the spring and autumn period these states became independent and warred with one



another in the following warring states period much of traditional chinese culture literature and philosophy first developed during those troubled times
in 221 bc qin shi huang conquered the various warring states and created for himself the title of huangdi or emperor of the qin marking the beginning of
imperial china however the oppressive government fell soon after his death and was supplanted by the longer lived han dynasty 206 bc 220 ad
successive dynasties developed bureaucratic systems that enabled the emperor to control vast territories directly in the 21 centuries from 206 bc until
ad 1912 routine administrative tasks were handled by a special elite of scholar officials young men well versed in calligraphy history literature and
philosophy were carefully selected through difficult government examinations china s last dynasty was the qing 1644 1912 which was replaced by the
republic of china in 1912 and in the mainland by the people s republic of china in 1949 chinese history has alternated between periods of political unity
and peace and periods of war and failed statehood the most recent being the chinese civil war 1927 1949 china was occasionally dominated by steppe
peoples most of whom were eventually assimilated into the han chinese culture and population between eras of multiple kingdoms and warlordism
chinese dynasties have ruled parts or all of china in some eras control stretched as far as xinjiang and tibet as at present traditional culture and
influences from other parts of asia and the western world carried by waves of immigration cultural assimilation expansion and foreign contact form the
basis of the modern culture of china

Historical Dictionary of Chinese Theater
2020-03-04

this volume is the most extensive social and cultural history of twentiethcentury huangmei opera to date a regional chinese theater originating in the
anqing countryside huangmei opera gained popularity with the success of the 1950s play and movie tianxian pei 天仙配 married to a heavenly immortal
through a case study of this work the author juxtaposes the complex process of rewriting and revising the play and movie against the rapidly changing
cultural and ideological climate of the communist theater reform movement as a result the traditional theme of filial piety becomes a struggle over class
and free love this volume features a full translation of the original play and its revision in the 1950s as well as selected articles by scriptwriters directors
performers and critics these primary sources allow readers to gain access to inside views of the contemporaries and their political and artistic concerns
wilt idema is one of the most important scholars in chinese literary and cultural studies few in the academia can emulate him in both the spectrum of
specializations and the depth of scholarship from yuan drama to ming fiction and traditional folk culture to modern performing arts idema s work
demonstrates a sinologist s dedication erudition and originality at its best tianxian pei is arguably the most popular play in midtwentieth century china
in his book idema discusses the play s roots and ramifications its incarnations in multiple genes and medial forms and its significance in modern chinese
cultural politics his critical insight is illuminating and his translational expertise impeccable the metamorphosis of tianxian pei is a major contribution to
the studies of chinese folklore literature theatre and media by david derwei wang harvard university



An Artistic Exile
2002-12-03

the chinese essay is arguably china s most distinctive contribution to modern world literature and the period of its greatest influence and popularity the
mid 1930s is the central concern of this book what charles laughlin terms the literature of leisure is a modern literary response to the cultural past that
manifests itself most conspicuously in the form of short informal essay writing xiaopin wen laughlin examines the essay both as a widely practiced and
influential genre of literary expression and as an important counter discourse to the revolutionary tradition of new literature especially realistic fiction
often viewed as the dominant mode of literature at the time after articulating the relationship between the premodern traditions of leisure literature and
the modern essay laughlin treats the various essay styles representing different groups of writers each is characterized according to a single defining
activity wandering in the case of the yu si threads of conversation group surrounding lu xun and zhou zuoren learning with the white horse lake group of
zhejiang schoolteachers like feng zikai and xia mianzun enjoying in the case of lin yutang s analects group dreaming with the beijing school the
concluding chapter outlines the impact of leisure literature on chinese culture up to the present day the literature of leisure and chinese modernity
dramatizes the vast importance and unique nature of creative nonfiction prose writing in modern china it will be eagerly read by those with an interest
in twentieth century chinese literature modern china and east asian or world literatures

Vocabulary and Hand-Book of the Chinese Language
1872

xiang kairan who wrote under the pen name the unworthy scholar from pingjiang is remembered as the father of modern chinese martial arts fiction one
of the most distinctive forms of twentieth century chinese culture and the inspiration for china s globally popular martial arts cinema in this book john
christopher hamm shows how xiang kairan s work and career offer a new lens on the transformations of fiction and popular culture in early twentieth
century china the unworthy scholar from pingjiang situates xiang kairan s career in the larger contexts of republican era china s publishing industry
literary debates and political and social history at a time when writers associated with the new culture movement promoted an aggressively
modernizing vision of literature xiang kairan consciously cultivated his debt to homegrown narrative traditions through careful readings of xiang kairan s
work hamm demonstrates that his writings far from being the formally fossilized and ideologically regressive relics their critics denounced represent a
creative engagement with contemporary social and political currents and the demands and possibilities of an emerging cultural marketplace hamm
takes martial arts fiction beyond the confines of genre studies to situate it within a broader reexamination of chinese literary modernity the first
monograph on xiang kairan s fiction in any language the unworthy scholar from pingjiang rewrites the history of early twentieth century chinese
literature from the standpoints of genre fiction and commercial publishing



Sovereign Funds
2023-06-20

chinese poetry has a long history of interaction with the visual arts classical aesthetic thought held that painting calligraphy and poetry were cross
fertilizing and mutually enriching what happened when the chinese poetic tradition encountered photography a transformative technology and
presumably realistic medium that reshaped seeing and representing the world shengqing wu explores how the new medium of photography was
transformed by chinese aesthetic culture she details the complex negotiations between poetry and photography in the late qing and early republican
eras examining the ways traditional textual forms collaborated with the new visual culture drawing on extensive archival research into illustrated
magazines poetry collections and vintage photographs photo poetics analyzes a wide range of practices and genres including self representation in
portrait photography gifts of inscribed photographs mass media circulation of images of beautiful women and photography of ghosts immortals and
imagined landscapes wu argues that the chinese lyrical tradition provided rich resources for artistic creativity self expression and embodied experience
in the face of an increasingly technological and image oriented society an interdisciplinary study spanning literary studies visual culture and media
history photo poetics is an original account of media culture in early twentieth century china and the formation of chinese literary and visual modernities

History of Literature in the Ming Dynasty
2014-12-15

volumes are organized topically and provide a comprehensive discussion of developments in the respective field over the past 3 5 years the series also
discusses new discoveries and applications special volumes are dedicated to selected topics which focus on new biotechnological products and new
processes for their synthesis and purification in general special volumes are edited by well known guest editors the series editor and publisher will
however always be pleased to receive suggestions and supplementary information manuscripts are accepted in english

The Metamorphosis of Tianxian pei
2008-03-06

a history of world literature is a fully revised and expanded edition of the routledge concise history of world literature 2012 this remarkably broad and
informative book offers an introduction to world literature tracing the term from its earliest roots and situating it within a number of relevant contexts
from postcolonialism decoloniality ecocriticism and book circulation theo d haen in ten tightly argued but richly detailed chapters examines the return of
the term world literature and its changing meaning goethe s concept of weltliteratur and how this relates to current debates theories and theorists who



have had an impact on world literature and how world literature is taught around the world by examining how world literature is studied around the
globe this book is the ideal guide to an increasingly popular and important term in literary studies it is accessible and engaging and will be invaluable to
students of world literature comparative literature translation postcolonial and decoloniality studies and materialist approaches and to anyone with an
interest in these or related topics

The Literature of Leisure and Chinese Modernity
1982

in the light of chinese prosody and various mutually illuminating major cases from the original english chinese french japanese and german classical
literary texts the book explores the possibility of discovering a road not taken within the road well trodden in literature in an approach of what
wittgenstein calls criss crossing this monographic study the first ever of this nature as roger t ames points out in the foreword also emphasizes a pivotal
recognition that these chinese values revealed in the book are immediately relevant to the western narrative as well the book demonstrates in other
words how such a criss crossing approach would be unequivocally possible as long as our critical attention be adequately turned to or pivoted upon the
trivial matters a posteriori in accordance with the live syntactic prosodic context such as pauses stresses phonemes function words or the at once text
enlivened and text enlivening ambiguity of parts of speech which often vary or alter simultaneously according to and against any definitive definition or
set category a priori this issue pertains to any literary text across cultures because no literary text would ever be possibleif it were not for instance
literally enlivened by the otherwise overlooked meaningless function words or phonemes the texts simultaneously also enliven these meaningless
elements and often turn them surreptitiously into sometimes serendipitously meaningful and beautiful sea change effecting les mots justes through the
immeasurable and yet often imperceptible influences of these exactly right words our literary texts such as a poem could thus not simply be but subtly
mean as if by mere means of its simple rich and naturally worded being truly a special word picture of dasding an sich describable metaphorically as
museum effect and symphonic tapestry a special synaesthetic impact could also likely result from such les mots justes facilitated subtle and yet
phenomenal sea changes in the texts

Qian Zhongshu
2019-08-27

compiled by two skilled librarians and a taiwanese film and culture specialist this volume is the first multilingual and most comprehensive bibliography
of taiwanese film scholarship designed to satisfy the broad interests of the modern researcher the second book in a remarkable three volume research
project an annotated bibliography for taiwan film studies catalogues the published and unpublished monographs theses manuscripts and conference
proceedings of taiwanese film scholars from the 1950s to 2013 paired with an annotated bibliography for chinese film studies 2004 which accounts for



texts dating back to the 1920s this series brings together like no other reference the disparate voices of chinese film scholarship charting its unique
intellectual arc organized intuitively the volume begins with reference materials bibliographies cinematographies directories indexes dictionaries and
handbooks and then moves through film history the colonial period taiwan dialect film new taiwan cinema the 2 28 incident film genres animated
anticommunist documentary ethnographic martial arts teen film reviews film theory and technique interdisciplinary studies taiwan and mainland china
taiwan and japan film and aboriginal peoples film and literature film and nationality biographical materials film stories screenplays and scripts film
technology and miscellaneous aspects of taiwanese film scholarship artifacts acts of censorship copyright law distribution channels film festivals and
industry practice works written in multiple languages include transliteration romanized and original script entries which follow universal aacr 2 and
american cataloguing standards and professional notations by the editors to aid in the use of sources

The Unworthy Scholar from Pingjiang
2020-12-08

bringing the world home sheds new light on china s vibrant cultural life between 1895 and 1919 a crucial period that marks a watershed between the
conservative old regime and the ostensibly iconoclastic new culture of the 1920s although generally overlooked in the effort to understand modern
chinese history the era has much to teach us about cultural accommodation and is characterized by its own unique intellectual life this original and
probing work traces the most significant strands of the new post 1895 discourse concentrating on the anxieties inherent in a complicated process of
cultural transformation it focuses principally on how the need to accommodate the west was reflected in such landmark novels of the period as wu
jianren s strange events eyewitnessed in the past twenty years and zhu shouju s tides of the huangpu which began serial publication in shanghai in
1916 the negative tone of these narratives contrasts sharply with the facile optimism that characterizes the many essays on the new novel appearing in
the popular press of the time neither iconoclasm nor the wholesale embrace of the new could square the contradicting intellectual demands imposed by
the momentous alternatives presenting themselves an electronic version of this book is freely available thanks to the support of libraries working with
knowledge unlatched a collaborative initiative designed to make high quality books open access for the public good the open access version of this book
is licensed under creative commons attribution noncommercial noderivatives 4 0 international cc by nc nd 4 0 which means that the work may be freely
downloaded and shared for non commercial purposes provided credit is given to the author derivative works and commercial uses require permission
from the publisher

Photo Poetics
2014-07-08

this volume presents a broad range of writings on modern chinese literature of the fifty five essays included forty seven are translated here for the first



time including two essays by lu xun in addition the editor has provided an extensive general introduction and shorter introductions to the five parts of
the book historical background a synthesis of current scholarship on modern views of chinese literature and an original thesis on the complex formation
of chinese literary modernity the collection reflects both the mainstream marxist interpretation of the literary values of modern china and the
marginalized views proscribed at one time or another by the leftist canon it offers a full spectrum of modern chinese perceptions of fundamental literary
issues

Biosensors Based on Aptamers and Enzymes
2024-05-29

zhang longxi examines the rise and development of allegorical readings discussing them from a broad perspective that bridges the east west divide and
looking at their social and political implications

A History of World Literature
2018-10-31

this remarkably broad and informative book offers an introduction to and overview of world literature tracing the term from its earliest roots and
situating it within a number of relevant contexts from postcolonialism to postmodernism theo d haen examines the return of the term world literature
and its changing meaning goethe s concept of weltliteratur and how this relates to current debates theories and theorists who have had an impact on
world literature non canonical and less known literatures from around the globe the possibility and implications of a definition of world literature this
book is the ideal guide to an increasingly popular and important term in literary studies it is accessible and engaging and will be invaluable to students
of world literature comparative literature translation and postcolonial studies and anyone with an interest in these or related topics

Comparative Literature in the Light of Chinese Prosody
2016-04-19

su shi 1037 1101 is the greatest poet of the song dynasty a man whose writings and image defined some of the enduring central themes of the chinese
cultural tradition su shi was not only the best poet of his time he was also a government official a major prose stylist a noted calligrapher an avid
herbalist a dabbler in alchemy and a broadly learned scholar the author shows how this complex personality was embodied in su shi s work and traces
the evolution of his poems from juvenilia to the poems written in exile in huangzhou where su settled on a farm at east slope



An Annotated Bibliography for Taiwan Film Studies
2017-04-01

the definitive collection of works by one of the tang dynasty s most eccentric and badly behaved poets now back in print for the first time in decades li
he is the bad boy poet of the late tang dynasty he began writing at the age of seven and died at twenty six from alcoholism or according to a later
commentator sexual dissipation or both an obscure and unsuccessful relative of the imperial family he would set out at dawn on horseback pause write
a poem and toss the paper away a servant boy followed him to collect these scraps in a tapestry bag long considered far too extravagant and weird for
chinese taste li he was virtually excluded from the poetic canon until the mid twentieth century today as the translator and scholar anne m birrell writes
of all the tang poets even of all chinese poets he best speaks for our disconcerting times modern critics have compared him to rimbaud baudelaire
keats and trakl the collected poems of li he is the only comprehensive selection of his surviving work most of his poems were reputedly burned by his
cousin after his death for the honor of the family rendered here in crystalline translations by the noted scholar j d frodsham

Bringing the World Home
1978

traveling a part of the city painting a legend li jun who had a background of golden hunter returned to the city after three years of silence facing his
jealous jealous petty and stingy superior the qing gang had cheated each other internally and the ancient mafia barnano family s global wanted poster
he put on his black leather suit tied the widow maker and pushed the bullets from the golden desert eagle into the chamber of the gun moving against
the wind just how many piles of bones did he need to be able to do whatever he wanted he could do anything he wanted

佛書解說大辭典
1996

Modern Chinese Literary Thought
2005



Allegoresis
2013-03-01

The Routledge Concise History of World Literature
1990

The Road to East Slope
2017-03-28

The Collected Poems of Li He
2020-06-01
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